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Cold molecular ions in traps: methods and applications

• Study “exotic” chemical processes 

• Explore quantum character of  collisions 

• Probe fine details of  intermolecular 
interactions

Ion-neutral interactions, collisions and chemical 
reactions in a new physical regime

Quantum control over single trapped particles

• Quantum logic and quantum technologies 

• Precision spectroscopy

Applications of  cold molecular ions 
in physics and chemistry

• Accurate quantum-state AND collision-
energy control 

• Controlled chemistry of  large molecules

New methods for studying and controlling 
chemical reactions
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Recommended books on cold molecules and cold ions  

R.V. Krems et al. (ed.), Cold Molecules, CRC Press 2009 

R.V. Krems, Molecules in Electromagnetic Fields, Wiley, 2019 

I.W.M Smith (ed)., Low Temperatures and Cold Molecules, Imperial College 
Press, 2008 

A. Osterwalder, O. Dulieu (ed.), Cold Chemistry, RSC Publishing, 2018 

F. G. Major et al., Charged Particle Traps Vol. I+II, Springer, 2005 + 2007 

M. Knoop et al. (ed.), Ion Traps For Tomorrow's Applications, Proc. Int. School 
Phys. E. Fermi Vol. 189, IOS Press, 2015 

M. Knoop et al. (ed.), Trapped Charged Particles, World Scientific, 2016

... plus many reviews and research articles referenced later in this lecture
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1. Cooling and trapping of  molecular ions: basic techniques

Cold ions in traps: ion Coulomb crystals

Fluorescence images of  laser-cooled Ca+ ions in an ion trap

Properties of  Coulomb-crystallized ions:

• Cold (μK-mK) 
• Long trapping times (> hrs) 
• Ordered structures of  single, localized particles: 

observe, address and manipulate single ions on the quantum level

See also other lectures on ion trapping in this school

• D. Leibfried et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 75 (2003), 281 
• H. Häffner et al., Phys. Rep. 469 (2008), 155 
• S. Willitsch, Int. Rev. Phys. Chem. 30 (2012), 175

Lit.:
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 RF ion trapping 

Trapping = confine particles in a suitable potential minimum. For the trapping 
of  ions electric potentials Φ are an obvious choice.

Solution: radiofrequency ion traps 
Trap ions dynamically in the x,y plane 
using time-varying voltages VRF applied to 
the electrodes:

Linear Paul trap: four electrodes 
arranged in a quadrupolar configuration

The RF fields create a rotating potential 
saddle point which dynamically confines 
the ions.

Φ

x

y

Along the trap axis (=z axis) the ions are confined using static potentials Vend 
applied to the “endcap electrodes”.

The Laplace equation

forbids the formation of  a potential minimum 
with static electric fields in 3D space.

Φ

See also other lectures on ion trapping in this school
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The trajectory u(t), u ∈ {x,y,z}, of  a trapped ion is approximately given by:

u(t) ⇡ u0 cos(!ut + ')
⇥
1 + 12qu cos(⌦RFt)

⇤

secular motion 
(see below)

micromotion  
(fast oscillating 

motion driven by 
the RF fields)

motional amplitude 
(reduced by laser 

cooling)

phase depending 
on initial 

conditions

D. Berkeland et al., J. Appl. Phys. 83 (1998), 2025

The conditions for stable confinement only depend on the Mathieu parameters a,q:

M. Drewsen and A. Broner, Phys. Rev. A 62 (2000), 045401

η, z0, r0 ... geometrical parameters of  the trap

region of  stable 
confinement in a,q space

4
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Pseudopotential-well model:  
the secular motion of  the ion can be described in terms of  an effective time-
independent pseudopotential Φ* after time-averaging over the fast oscillating 
micromotion: 

with

⌦RF
2

�⇤(r, z) = 1
2m!

2
r r
2 + 12m!

2
z z
2

F. G. Major et al., Charged Particle Traps Vol. I+II, Springer, 2005 + 2007 
D. Gerlich, Adv. Chem. Phys. 82 (1992), 1
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For large ion ensembles, laser cooling of  all translational degrees of  freedom 
can be achieved by cooling only along one axis as the Coulomb interaction 
between the ions and trap anharmonicities couples all translational degrees of  
freedom.

Typical ions used for laser cooling are alkaline earth ions (Be+, Mg+, Ca+, Ba+) 
often produced directly inside the trap by photoionisation of  their neutral atoms.

Laser cooling of  trapped ions 

Example: laser cooling of  40Ca+:

cooling laser

repumper 
laser

full lines = laser beams 
dashed lines = spontaneous 
     emission
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Formation of translationally cold MgH¿ and MgD¿ molecules in an ion trap

K. Mo”lhave and M. Drewsen*
Institute of Physics and Astronomy, University of Aarhus, 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark

!Received 1 March 2000; published 2 June 2000"

We have produced and cooled the molecular ions MgH! and MgD! in a linear Paul trap. These ions were

generated by the photochemical reactions Mg!(3p 2P3/2)!H2 (D2)!MgH! (MgD!)!H (D), and identi-

fied by the radial separation in the trap of ions with different charge-to-mass ratios. The molecular translational

motion was cooled sympathetically by Coulomb interaction with laser-cooled Mg! ions to a temperature

estimated to be below 100 mK. Ordered structures !ion crystals" containing more than 1000 ions, with more
than 95% being molecular ions, were obtained. Such translationally cold and well-localized samples of mo-

lecular ions could become very useful for molecular physics and chemistry.

PACS number!s": 32.80.Pj, 34.50.Rk, 82.30.Fi

During the past years, great achievements have been

made in the field of laser cooling of neutral atoms and atomic

ions #1,2$. Laser cooling has been an essential tool in the fast
development of atom optics #3$, and most Bose-Einstein con-
densate experiments are based on pre-laser-cooled atoms #4$.
Laser cooling of trapped ions has made it possible to create
large ordered structures, often referred to as ion crystals
#5–7$, which are interesting objects in plasma physics. In
addition, single or strings of trapped, cold ions are extremely
useful in the field of quantum optics, and a string of ions is
also a promising candidate for implementing a quantum
computer #8$.
Sources of cold molecules could be very valuable for

many molecular physics experiments, including high-
resolution spectroscopy and coherent manipulation of inter-
nal and external degrees of freedom. Due to an initial popu-
lation of several vibrational and rotational states of the
molecules as well as the lack of closed optical transitions, the
simple laser-cooling schemes demonstrated with atoms and
atomic ions cannot be applied to molecules. There have,
however, been a few suggestions for laser cooling of mol-
ecules #9–11$, but only one experiment has been reported
#9$, showing a very weak cooling effect in CO2 gas. Re-
cently, Cs2K2 molecules with a translational temperature of a
few hundreds of %K have been formed through photoasso-
ciation of cold Cs atoms in a magneto-optical trap #12,13$.
Buffer-gas cooling by He atoms in a cryogenic environment
is another cooling technique that recently has led to magnetic
trapping of CaH molecules at temperatures of a few hundred
millikelvins #14$ and proven to be effective in cooling
trapped ionic molecules down to 10 K #15$. The cooling of
molecules in supersonic expanded beams has been known
for quite some time to be a very effective and important tool
for experiments requiring only short interaction times and
temperatures in the few kelvin region #16$.
In this Rapid Communication we present results on the

formation of up to 1000 translationally very cold (T"100
mK" MgH! and MgD! molecular ions formed by a photo-
chemical reaction, and sympathetically cooled in a linear
Paul trap #17$ through the Coulomb interaction with laser-

cooled Mg! ions. The present experiments prove that a rela-
tive large quantity of trapped molecular ions can be transla-
tionally cooled to the low temperatures where spatial ordered
structures appear. These structures are well suited to a vari-
ety of chemical physics studies, such as high-resolution mo-
lecular spectroscopy, photodissociation/ionization, and
chemical reactions. The technique used to identify the prod-
uct ions relies on radial separation of the various cold ions in
the trap, and thus is very different from those used in previ-
ously reported trap experiments #15,18$.
In Fig. 1, a sketch of the important parts of our experi-

ment is shown. The Mg! ions are created by electron bom-
bardment of a beam of neutral Mg atoms and trapped in a
linear Paul trap similar to the one described in Ref. #7$. For
Doppler cooling and fluorescence detection, two frequency-
doubled dye lasers are used to produce light resonant with
the 3s 2S1/2#3p

2P3/2 transitions of the
24Mg! and 26Mg!

ions, respectively. To minimize the radiation pressure force,
each laser beam is split into two equally intense parts that are
counterpropagating in the trap region. The fluorescence from
the ions is imaged by a lens system with a magnification of
about 10 onto an image intensified digital charge-coupled-
device !CCD" camera. After finishing loading, impurity ions

*Electronic address: drewsen@ifa.au.dk

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup. The &/2 plates and the
polarization beam splitter !PBS" are used to balance the radiation
pressure forces.

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS

PHYSICAL REVIEW A, VOLUME 62, 011401!R"

1050-2947/2000/62!1"/011401!4"/$15.00 ©2000 The American Physical Society62 011401-1

Sympathetic cooling of  molecular ions by laser-cooled atomic ions 
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Sympathetic cooling of  molecular ions  

T. Baba & I. Waki , Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 35 (1996), L1134 
K. Molhave & M. Drewsen, Phys. Rev. A 62 (2000), 011401 

S. Willitsch et al., Int. Rev. Phys. Chem. 31 (2012), 175

+

+

+

+

Principle:

• Molecular ions are simultaneously 
trapped with laser-cooled atomic ions  

• The molecular ions exchange kinetic 
energy in Coulomb-collisions with the 
atomic ions 

• The energy is removed by laser cooling 
on the atomic ions

Molecular (or bi-component) 
Coulomb crystals:

Laser-cooled Ca+ ions

Sympathetically-cooled 
N2+ ions

Experiment:

Simulation:
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Force model :

Harmonic/numerical 
time-dependent 
potentials for the ion trap 

Coulomb interaction 
between ions 

Laser-cooling force 

Effective force to model 
heating mechanisms

Molecular dynamics simulations of  
Coulomb crystals 

• M.T. Bell et al., Faraday Discuss. 142 (2009), 73 
• I. Rouse and SW, PRA 92 (2015), 053420 
• C.B. Zhang et al., PRA 76 (2007), 012719 
• T. Matthey et al., PRL 91 (2003), 165001
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Determination of  the secular (thermal) 
energies of  the ions

Expt. 5 mK 7 mK 9 mK 10 mK

Determination of  ion numbers

Bicomponent crystal 
after loading with N2+ ions (b) After CT (a) Before CT 

Experiment 

Simulation 

!"#$%&'('

22 N2
+ ions 10 N2

+ ions 

24 N2
+ ions 12 N2

+ ions 

26 N2
+ ions 14 N2

+ ions 

Sim.:

(b) After CT (a) Before CT 
Experiment 

Simulation 

!"#$%&'('

22 N2
+ ions 10 N2

+ ions 

24 N2
+ ions 12 N2

+ ions 

26 N2
+ ions 14 N2

+ ions 

Expt.:
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2. Internal state preparation of  cold molecular ions 

Rotational laser cooling Staanum et al., Nature Phys. 6 (2010), 271 
see also: Schneider et al., Nature Phys. 6 (2010), 275

Principle: sympathetically cool the translational motion of  
molecular ions and then use optical pumping by laser 
fields to accumulate the population in a specific 
rotational-vibrational level

NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS1604 LETTERS
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Figure 3 | Rotational cooling results. a, Deduced rotational state distributions obtained from the REMPD measurements. The red bars indicate the results
without application of the laser cooling beam and the blue bars indicate the distribution after a two-minute cooling period. For comparison, a thermal
distribution at 293K is presented by crosses. The population in all the rotational levels, except those with J= 1 and J= 2, was directly measured by exciting
the |v=0,J⌥X–|v=0,J+ 1⌥A transition (R-branch) in the REMPD event. As the populations in levels with J= 1 and J= 2 were not spectroscopically
resolvable using R-branch transitions (see for example, ref. 13), P-branch transitions |v=0,J⌥Xscsl–|v=0,J� 1⌥A were used instead. To account for the fact
that only 1/3 and 3/5 of the population in the levels with J= 1 and J= 2, respectively, is expected to be excited, owing to the fixed polarization of the
exciting laser light, these experimental results were multiplied by 3 and 5/3, respectively. The results are the average of typically 15 REMPD events and the
darker colours at the top of the bars indicates the ±1 standard deviation error. b, The temporal evolution of the population in the ground state during
rotational laser cooling. The population is clearly seen to saturate after one minute. The error bars are ±1 standard deviation. c, Theoretical prediction of
rotational state distributions. The red bars correspond to a thermal distribution at 293K and the blue bars indicate the cooled distribution based on the
model described in detail in ref. 13. d, The temporal evolution of the population in the ground state during rotational laser cooling, based on the model
presented in ref. 13.

from a Nd:YAG laser (266 nm) and frequency doubling light
from a dye laser pumped by the frequency doubled output
from the same Nd:YAG laser (281 nm). The lengths of both
pulses are 9 ns (FWHM).

When the pulse energies are set to 5 µJ and 1mJ for the 281 nm
and the 266 nm pulses, respectively, a single REMPD event is
found to dissociate more than 90% of the MgH+ ions in the
rotational state addressed by the tunable 281 nm laser without
significant off-resonant dissociation from other states (total of
less than 2%). In region 4 of Fig. 2b, an example of the stepwise
decrease in the number of rotationally cooled MgH+ ions in the
ground state |v = 0, J = 0⌥X after successive REMPD events is
shown. In Fig. 2a (III) and (IV) corresponding projection images
are presented for reference. The combination of essentially perfect
rotational level selectivity and nearly 100% dissociation probability
in a single REMPD event provides a direct measure of the rotational
state distribution at any chosen instant.

In Fig. 3a, the rotational state distributions for the 11 lowest-
lying levels are presented both for the situation without cooling and
for the case where cooling has been applied for two minutes. Here,
the directly measured populations in the 11 rotational levels, both
before and after cooling is applied, sum up to about 90% within an
uncertainty of only ⌅5%.

Whereas the uncooled distribution fits well with a thermal
distribution at room temperature (293K), the cooled distribution
shows a pronounced accumulation of population in the two lowest

rotational states. More precisely, 36.7±1.2% of the population is
found in the |v = 0,J = 0⌥X state, 15.2±1.2% in the |v = 0,J = 1⌥X
level and the remaining population is distributed among the
|v = 0,J ⇤ 2⌥X levels, with at most 6% in a single level. The fraction
of molecules in the rovibrational ground state is equivalent to that
of a thermal rotational distribution at 21.4±0.8K.

In Fig. 3b, the temporal evolution of the population in the
rotational ground state during cooling is shown. Here, the
ground-state population is observed to saturate after 40–60 s. For
comparison, theoretical predictions presented in ref. 13, based on a
simplified rate equation model, are reproduced in Fig. 3c,d. Besides
spontaneous emission and the laser-driven cooling transition,
this model includes all dipole-allowed transitions driven by BBR
between the levels |v = 0,J = 0 ...20⌥X and |v = 1,J = 0 ...20⌥X.
Clearly, there is good agreement between the experimental and
model results with respect to the timescale for the rotational
cooling process as well as to the qualitative features of the
cooled rotational state distribution. This fact supports that the
essential physical processes are indeed included in the model.
The quantitative difference between the experimentally obtained
ground-state population and the model result may have several
origins, including slight differences between the experimental
conditions and the assumptions of the model, non-exact calculated
values for the transition rates applied in the model and finally the
rate model might be too simplistic. These potential reasons for the
difference are being investigated for optimization of the present
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Before  
optical pumping
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Ro-vibrational energy level 
scheme of  MgH+NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS1604 LETTERS
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Figure 3 | Rotational cooling results. a, Deduced rotational state distributions obtained from the REMPD measurements. The red bars indicate the results
without application of the laser cooling beam and the blue bars indicate the distribution after a two-minute cooling period. For comparison, a thermal
distribution at 293 K is presented by crosses. The population in all the rotational levels, except those with J= 1 and J= 2, was directly measured by exciting
the |v= 0,JiX –|v= 0,J+ 1iA transition (R-branch) in the REMPD event. As the populations in levels with J= 1 and J= 2 were not spectroscopically
resolvable using R-branch transitions (see for example, ref. 13), P-branch transitions |v= 0,JiXscsl–|v= 0,J� 1iA were used instead. To account for the fact
that only 1/3 and 3/5 of the population in the levels with J= 1 and J= 2, respectively, is expected to be excited, owing to the fixed polarization of the
exciting laser light, these experimental results were multiplied by 3 and 5/3, respectively. The results are the average of typically 15 REMPD events and the
darker colours at the top of the bars indicates the ±1 standard deviation error. b, The temporal evolution of the population in the ground state during
rotational laser cooling. The population is clearly seen to saturate after one minute. The error bars are ±1 standard deviation. c, Theoretical prediction of
rotational state distributions. The red bars correspond to a thermal distribution at 293 K and the blue bars indicate the cooled distribution based on the
model described in detail in ref. 13. d, The temporal evolution of the population in the ground state during rotational laser cooling, based on the model
presented in ref. 13.

from a Nd:YAG laser (266 nm) and frequency doubling light
from a dye laser pumped by the frequency doubled output
from the same Nd:YAG laser (281 nm). The lengths of both
pulses are 9 ns (FWHM).

When the pulse energies are set to 5 µJ and 1mJ for the 281 nm
and the 266 nm pulses, respectively, a single REMPD event is
found to dissociate more than 90% of the MgH+ ions in the
rotational state addressed by the tunable 281 nm laser without
significant off-resonant dissociation from other states (total of
less than 2%). In region 4 of Fig. 2b, an example of the stepwise
decrease in the number of rotationally cooled MgH+ ions in the
ground state |v = 0, J = 0iX after successive REMPD events is
shown. In Fig. 2a (III) and (IV) corresponding projection images
are presented for reference. The combination of essentially perfect
rotational level selectivity and nearly 100% dissociation probability
in a single REMPD event provides a direct measure of the rotational
state distribution at any chosen instant.

In Fig. 3a, the rotational state distributions for the 11 lowest-
lying levels are presented both for the situation without cooling and
for the case where cooling has been applied for two minutes. Here,
the directly measured populations in the 11 rotational levels, both
before and after cooling is applied, sum up to about 90% within an
uncertainty of only ⇠5%.

Whereas the uncooled distribution fits well with a thermal
distribution at room temperature (293K), the cooled distribution
shows a pronounced accumulation of population in the two lowest

rotational states. More precisely, 36.7±1.2% of the population is
found in the |v = 0,J = 0iX state, 15.2±1.2% in the |v = 0,J = 1iX
level and the remaining population is distributed among the
|v = 0,J � 2iX levels, with at most 6% in a single level. The fraction
of molecules in the rovibrational ground state is equivalent to that
of a thermal rotational distribution at 21.4±0.8K.

In Fig. 3b, the temporal evolution of the population in the
rotational ground state during cooling is shown. Here, the
ground-state population is observed to saturate after 40–60 s. For
comparison, theoretical predictions presented in ref. 13, based on a
simplified rate equation model, are reproduced in Fig. 3c,d. Besides
spontaneous emission and the laser-driven cooling transition,
this model includes all dipole-allowed transitions driven by BBR
between the levels |v = 0,J = 0 ...20iX and |v = 1,J = 0 ...20iX.
Clearly, there is good agreement between the experimental and
model results with respect to the timescale for the rotational
cooling process as well as to the qualitative features of the
cooled rotational state distribution. This fact supports that the
essential physical processes are indeed included in the model.
The quantitative difference between the experimentally obtained
ground-state population and the model result may have several
origins, including slight differences between the experimental
conditions and the assumptions of the model, non-exact calculated
values for the transition rates applied in the model and finally the
rate model might be too simplistic. These potential reasons for the
difference are being investigated for optimization of the present
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Example: MgH+. Use an IR laser to pump on the v=0,J=2 → 
v=1, J=1 transition. The v=1, J=1 level can only fluoresce 
down to the v=0, J=0 and J=2 levels (selection rules !).

Transitions between rotational levels in the v=0 state 
induced by blackbody radiation constantly redistribute 
the population.

LETTERS NATURE PHYSICS DOI: 10.1038/NPHYS1604
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Figure 2 | Experimental sequence. a, Projection images of Coulomb crystals recorded by a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera: after Mg+ ion loading
(I), during equilibration after formation of MgH+ ions (II), and after one (III) and four (IV) REMPD events. The dashed ellipses indicate the contour of the
initial crystal (I). b, The number of Mg+ (blue curve) and MgH+ (red curve) ions deduced from projection images of Coulomb crystals (for details see
ref. 13). The intervals separated by the dashed vertical lines correspond to: trapping and cooling of Mg+ (1), formation of MgH+ (2), equilibration in the
presence or absence of the cooling laser (3) and the period where subsequent REMPD events lead to dissociation of MgH+ (4). The labels I–IV indicate the
times at which the images in a were recorded.

at a partial pressure of 1⇥ 10�9 mbar. When the desired number
of molecular ions is produced (typically about 400 ions), a valve
is closed and the partial pressure of H2 is reduced within 20 s to a
level below 10�10 mbar using an ion getter pump (the total pressure
is then 2–3⇥ 10�10 mbar). As shown in Fig. 2a (II), the formed
MgH+ ions are sympathetically cooled by the remaining Mg+

ions into a two-species Coulomb crystal, with the non-fluorescing
MgH+ ions positioned radially outside the fluorescing Mg+ ions.
The radial separation is caused by the slight mass difference
between the two ion species23,27. The ion densities of Mg+ and
MgH+ are, however, almost identical (⇥Mg+ = 10.2(4)⇥ 107 cm�3

and ⇥MgH+ = 9.8(4) ⇥ 107 cm�3). As practically no loss of ions
happens during the reaction period, the total ion number is
furthermore unchanged. The numbers of Mg+ and MgH+ ions
in a two-component Coulomb crystal can therefore rather easily

be determined from projection images, such as the one presented
in Fig. 2a (II), by assuming that the spheroidal outer shape of the
two-component crystal is identical to the one in Fig. 2a (I).

After the valve has been closed, the MgH+ ions are allowed
to equilibrate internally for a period of two minutes in the
presence of the room-temperature BBR field and optionally with
a PbSe diode laser beam applied for cooling, by excitation of the
|v = 0,J = 2⌃X–|v = 1,J = 1⌃X transition at 1,609 cm�1. Both in
the presence and absence of the rotational cooling beam, ample
time is available to reach the rotational steady-state distribution.
During the equilibration period the numbers of Mg+ and MgH+

ions remain constant, as can be seen from region 3 in Fig. 2b.
After equilibration, two laser pulses at 266 nm and 281 nm,

respectively, are applied simultaneously to carry out a REMPD
event. The pulses are generated by frequency quadrupling light
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black body 
radiation

In combination with the 
optical pumping, an 
accumulation of  the 
population in the v=0, 
J=0 level results.
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 Sympathetic cooling of  state-prepared molecular ions 

Principle: Prepare the molecular ions right from the 
beginning in a specific rotational-vibrational state by 
threshold photoionization of  their neutral precursor 
moelcules (i.e., photoionization just above a given 
ionization energy) and then sympathetically cool their 
translational motion.

1. Ionisation energy

Neutral 
molecule
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X. Tong, A. H. Winney and S. Willitsch, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105 (2010), 143001

Threshold photoionization 
of  molecules
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Example: threshold photoionization of  N2:
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• [2+1’]-photon resonance-enhanced 
threshold-photoionisation scheme for N2
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spectrum of  N2 showing the cationic 
rotational levels N+ produced by 
threshold photoionisation out of  
well-defined intermediate rotational 
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• [2+1’] resonance-enhanced threshold photoionisation via the a” 1Σ+g, J’=2 

intermediate state of  N2:

1290 S.R. Mackenzie e t  al. 

Figure 3. 
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• Detect the vibrationally excited molecules by a vibrational-state-selective charge 
transfer process with Ar atoms:

• Population diagnostics: Laser-induced charge-transfer (LICT) spectroscopy:

N2+ + Ar → N2 + Ar+   (v+ ≥ 1) 
N2+ + Ar →    (v+ = 0)

(b) After CT (a) Before CT 
Experiment 

Simulation 

!"#$%&'('
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LICT efficiency 
out of  N+=0: 

50±8 % 
(max. 55 %)

Total population 
in N+=0: 93±11% 

(averaged over 5 expts.)

S. Schlemmer et al.,   
Int. J. Mass Spectrom. 185 (1999), 589
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• Optically pump the population out of  selected rotational levels to vibrationally 
excited states of  N2+.
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Alternative state preparation / cooling schemes: 

Combination of  sympathetic and He buffer-gas cooling 
A. K. Hansen et al., Nature 508 (2014), 76 

Broadband rotational cooling with a fs laser 
C.-Y. Lien et al., Nat. Commun. 5 (2014), 4783 

Vibrational buffer-gas cooling with ultracold atoms 
W.G. Rellegert et al., Nature 495 (2013), 490 

Probabilistic state preparation 
I.S. Vogelius et al., J. Phys. B 39 (2006), S1259; K. Najafian et al., Nat. Commun. 11 (2020), 4470
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3. Precision spectroscopy of  cold molecular ions  

PRL 113 (2014), 023004; PRL 98 (2007), 173002; PRL 110 (2013), 193601;  JCP 140 (2014), 104303 

PRL 106 (2011), 100801;  PRL 98 (2007), 173002; PRL 113 (2014), 210802; PRA 89 (2014), 032509

NJP 17 (2015), 033015;  Science 343 (2014), 269; PRD 87 (2013), 112008; Nature Phys. 10 (2014), 933

Angew. Chemie Int. Ed. 41 (2002), 4618

New types of  clocks 

Tests of  validity of  QED 

Tests of  a time variation of  fundamental constants (mp/me, …) 

Search for new physics (e.g., dipole moment of  the electron, fifth forces, extra 
dimensions, …) 

Probing the energy difference between enantiomeric molecules 

…..

PRL 113 (2014), 023004 ; J. Mol. Spectr. 300 (2014), 37
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Basic techniques: Photodissociation spectroscopy of  
vibrational overtones in sympathetically cooled HD+ ions

B. Roth et al., Phys. Rev. A 74 (2006), 040501

Rovibrational spectroscopy of trapped molecular hydrogen ions at millikelvin temperatures

B. Roth, J. C. J. Koelemeij, H. Daerr, and S. Schiller
Institut für Experimentalphysik, Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, 40225 Düsseldorf, Germany

!Received 27 June 2006; published 6 October 2006"

We report a high-resolution spectroscopic study of molecular ions at millikelvin temperatures. We measured
several rovibrational infrared transitions in HD+ molecular ions, stored in a radio-frequency trap and sympa-
thetically cooled to #20 mK by laser-cooled Be+ ions. We observed hyperfine splitting of the lines, in good
agreement with theoretical predictions. The transitions were detected by monitoring the decrease in ion number
after selective photodissociation of HD+ ions in the upper vibrational state. The method described here is
expected to be generally applicable.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.74.040501 PACS number!s": 33.20.!t, 32.80.!t, 42.50.!p

In recent years, a number of novel techniques have been
developed to cool the translational energy of gas-phase mol-
ecules to the millikelvin regime, where conventional cryo-
genic techniques are not applicable $1%. With the availability
of stored ensembles of subkelvin neutral and charged mol-
ecules, sometimes also internally cold, their use for a variety
of applications is moving into focus. One wide-ranging ap-
plication is high-resolution spectroscopy, which is possible
because the usual line-shifting and broadening effects due to
collisions, high thermal velocities, and finite transit time are
strongly suppressed. Spectroscopy of rovibrational transi-
tions in the electronic ground state can take advantage of
these special conditions because the lifetime of vibrational
levels of molecules is typically long !! milliseconds or
longer", and thus lifetime broadening is not an important
limitation. The low translational temperature also increases
the absorption rate significantly, and efficient excitation is
possible even on weak overtone transitions.

Subkelvin molecular ions can be obtained by sympathetic
cooling $2,3%—the molecular species and a laser-coolable
atomic species, with the same sign of charge, are simulta-
neously stored in a radio-frequency trap. Laser cooling the
atoms then also efficiently cools the molecular ions via the
long-range Coulomb interaction. Temperatures below 20 mK
can be reliably reached. We have recently shown that using
Be+ ions as coolant permits to cool sympathetically ions
from mass 1 to mass 200 amu $4–6%. A heavier atomic cool-
ant species can be used to extend the mass range. For ex-
ample, using 138Ba+ as coolant, molecular ions up to mass
410 amu have recently been cooled $7%.

Here we demonstrate high-resolution spectroscopy of vi-
brational transitions in a localized sample of molecular ions
at millikelvin temperature. We show that high spectral reso-
lution can be achieved even with small molecular samples
and standard laser systems. We apply the technique to HD+

ions, but it could be used in the same way to significantly
improve the precision of !ground-state" level energies of a
large variety of molecular ions, which have traditionally
been measured in discharges $8% or in ion beams $9% and in
traps equipped with buffer gas cooling !"10 K" $10%.

Our application to HD+ is motivated by the fact that it is
the simplest molecule after H2

+, and as such is of interest as
a fundamental three-body quantum system. HD+ is also im-
portant for astrochemistry $11%. In particular, a comparison

between measured vibrational transition frequencies and
high-precision ab initio calculations $12–16% could lead to
the first identification of QED effects in a molecular system
and to a spectroscopic measurement of the fundamental con-
stant me /mp $17% and of the deuteron quadrupole moment
$18%. Previous spectroscopic studies of HD+ and other isoto-
pomers were performed on warm ensembles or on ion beams
$9,19–21%.

Vibrational spectroscopy in the electronic ground state in
absence of collisions is faced with the difficulty that mol-
ecules excited to a vibrational level decay only slowly, im-
plying very low fluorescence rates. As the fluorescence
wavelengths are in the mid to far infrared, photon counting
would require a sophisticated detection system. We circum-
vent this difficulty by applying the technique of !1+1!"
resonance-enhanced multiphoton dissociation !REMPD": the
molecules are excited by an infrared !ir" laser and then se-
lectively photodissociated from the upper vibrational state by
a second, fixed-wavelength ultraviolet !uv" laser !Fig. 1".
The remaining number of molecular ions is the quantity mea-

FIG. 1. !Color online" Principle of !1+1!" REMPD spectros-
copy of HD+ ions. A tunable ir diode laser excites a rovibrational
overtone transition !v!=4,J!"! !v=0,J". The HD+ ions excited to
the v!=4 vibrational level are dissociated using cw 266 nm laser
radiation: HD+!v!=4"+h#"H+D+ or H++D. Due to different
Franck-Condon wave function overlap, the calculated uv absorption
cross section from the v!=4 level !&2.4$10!17 cm2" is about
seven orders of magnitude larger than from v=0 $25%. Energy val-
ues represent total binding energies of the molecule.
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Excitation scheme

sured as a function of the frequency of the ir laser. As the
molecular sample is small !typically 40–100 ions" the spec-
troscopy requires the spectra to be obtained by repeated mo-
lecular ion production and interrogation cycles.

For sympathetic cooling of HD+ ions, we store both Be+

and molecular ions in a linear radio-frequency trap #4$. The
Be+ ions are laser cooled and form a cluster structure around
the trap center #22$. Due to the long-range electrostatic inter-
action between atomic coolants and molecular ions, the latter
are efficiently cooled and embedded in the vicinity of the
axis of the Be+ ion crystals #see Fig. 2!a"$. Small numbers of
D+ ions, formed during loading by dissociation of neutral
HD, are also present, but do not influence the subsequent
measurements. The crystal in Fig. 2!a" contains %1100 Be+,
%100 HD+, and %20 D+ ions at a translational temperature
of %20 mK. The HD+ clusters formed have lifetimes of sev-
eral minutes, limited by chemical reactions with residual gas.
Inside the clusters, the ions perform a diffusive motion due
to the residual thermal energy. Since the particles repel each
other, the long-range collisions do not lead to significant line
shifts or line broadening.

The trapped species are identified and the time evolution
of their numbers is monitored by excitation of their mass-
dependent radial !secular" modes, using a spatially homog-
enous and temporally oscillating electric field. We use mo-
lecular dynamics simulations to deduce ion numbers, spatial
distributions, and upper limits for the translational tempera-
ture of the ions #4$. We excite HD+ at an electric field fre-
quency around 840 kHz. As a consequence, the atomic cool-
ants are heated by the molecular ions, which changes the
scattering rate of 313 nm cooling light by the Be+ ions. The
secular resonance becomes visible in the Be+ fluorescence
#see Fig. 2!b"$, and its height is proportional to the amount of
HD+ in the ion crystal. Typically we use a 3 V peak-to-peak
potential amplitude, applied to an electrode outside the trap,
with the frequency being swept linearly from
500 to 1000 kHz at a rate of 0.2 Hz. Excitation amplitude,
sweep rate, and covered frequency range were chosen so that
the ion crystal had sufficient time to cool back to its initial
temperature between individual excitation cycles.

Rovibrational spectroscopy is performed by continuous-
wave !cw" excitation by a single-frequency, widely tunable
diode laser, followed by photodissociation from the upper
level by a cw ultraviolet laser !Fig. 1". The loss of HD+ ions
from the trap is measured. Due to the weak coupling between
external and internal degrees of freedom, the internal !rota-
tional" temperature of the HD+ ions is expected to be at
300 K, in thermal equilibrium with the vacuum chamber
#23$, with a significant !!5% " population for rotational lev-
els up to J=6. Indeed, we have observed 12 transitions be-
tween 1391 and 1471 nm, from lower rotational levels J=0
to 6. The linewidth of the ir laser was &5 MHz on a 1 s time
scale, and its frequency was calibrated with an accuracy of
40 MHz by absorption spectroscopy in a water vapor cell.

The loss of HD+ ions depends not only on the REMPD
process, but also on transitions induced by blackbody radia-
tion !BBR". We modeled the loss of HD+ by solving the rate
equations for the populations of all !v ,J" levels interacting
with the ir and uv lasers, as well as with the BBR radiation at
300 K. The theoretically obtained excitation spectrum !see
Fig. 3 and text below" of the levels probed by the ir laser is
included, but for the remainder of the calculation hyperfine
structure, due to electron, nuclear, and rotational spins, is
ignored. The rovibrational transition moments involved are
taken from #24$. The rate of dissociation by uv light is ob-
tained using cross sections from #25$. For typical uv intensi-
ties, dissociation rates of 102–103 s!1 are found. The rate
equation model reveals two different time scales at which the
HD+ number declines during a typical experiment. A first,
fast !"1 s" decay occurs when the ir laser selectively pro-
motes HD+ ions from a specific !v=0,J" level to a rotational
level in v!=4, from which they are efficiently photodissoci-
ated. This process rapidly dissociates those !v=0,J" HD+

ions which are in the hyperfine states probed by the ir laser.
The remaining molecular ions !a significant fraction of the
total initial number" are dissociated significantly slower, es-
sentially at the rate at which the hyperfine levels of
!v=0,J" are repopulated by BBR and spontaneous emission.
For example, for the !v!=4,J!=1"! !v=0,J=2" transition,
and for typical intensities of 6 W/cm2 for the ir and

FIG. 2. !a" Initial ion crystal: %1100 Be+, %100 HD+, and %20
D+ ions at %20 mK. The presence of cold HD+ ions is obvious
from the dark crystal core. !b" Repeated secular excitation of the
crystal in !a" at 3 V amplitude. The excitation frequency was swept
between 500 and 1500 kHz. The ir laser is tuned to the maximum of
the !v!=4,J!=1"! !v=0,J=2" line. The curve is an exponential fit
with a decay constant of 0.04 s!1. !c" Ion crystal after dissociation
of all HD+ ions: %1100 Be+ and %50 D+ ions at %20 mK. !d"
Measurement cycle consisting of repeated probing of the number of
HD+ ions before and after exposure to the spectroscopy lasers.
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Detection scheme

Initial crystal 

Detection of  sympathetically 
cooled ions by repeated cycles 
of  resonant excitation of  
secular ion motions under 
laser irradiation (see also d)

Magnification of  b: single 
measurement cycles of  laser 
irradiation and secular 
excitation

Crystal after photodissociation 
of  all HD+ ions

10 W/cm2 for the uv laser, the fast HD+ decay takes place at
a rate !10 s!1 "which is not resolved experimentally#,
whereas the decay due to BBR-induced repopulation occurs
at a rate of !0.04 s!1. The latter rate is fairly consistent with
the measured decay depicted in Fig. 2"b#, but observed decay
rates depend strongly on which part of the hyperfine spec-
trum is interrogated. This points at a shortcoming of the
simple rate equation model used here, and our observations
can probably be explained precisely only by a rate equation
model that takes the full hyperfine structure of all involved
"v ,J# levels into account.

As an example, Fig. 2"b# shows the time evolution of
the HD+ secular excitation resonance while the HD+

ions are excited on the maximum of the rovibrational line
"v!=4,J!=1#! "v=0,J=2# at 1430.3883 nm. The decrease
of the HD+ resonance in the secular excitation spectrum,
induced by the REMPD process, is accompanied by a de-
crease of the dark crystal core containing the hydrogen mo-
lecular ions. The secular excitation spectrum also shows an
increase of the number of D+ ions, which result from the
dissociation of excited HD+ ions. These ions are sympatheti-
cally cooled and remain in the crystal core. Figure 2"c#
shows the mixed-species ion crystal after all HD+ was dis-
sociated. The dark crystal core has shrunk significantly, and

the crystal now contains $1100 Be+ and $50 D+ ions. As-
suming equal probability for photodissociation to D+ and H+,
this number indicates that most generated D+ ions are sym-
pathetically cooled and trapped. Loss rates are obtained by
exponential fitting to the maxima of the HD+ resonances in
the secular excitation spectrum %solid line in Fig. 2"b#&. In
this way, a 0.01 s!1 background loss rate of HD+ ions from
the trap is obtained when both the ir and uv lasers are turned
off. This loss is due to chemical reactions between HD+ ions
and background gases. The observed background loss rate is
fitted well by a single-exponential decay, which rules out
strong nonlinear dependence of the Be+ fluorescence during
secular excitation on the number of HD+ ions.

The spectroscopic signal used to produce the spectra in
Figs. 3"a# and 3"b# is the molecular ion dissociation probabil-
ity, obtained as the relative change of the heights of the HD+

secular resonances in the Be+ fluorescence before and after
the REMPD excitation %Fig. 2"d#&. For each transition, the
HD+ dissociation probability was measured as a function of
the frequency of the ir laser, in steps of 15 MHz. Each data
point was obtained by averaging over several individual
measurements of the HD+ dissociation probability occurring
over !5 s. Each data point requires a new loading of HD+

ions in the Be+ crystal. For all measurements, comparable
HD+ ion numbers were used, as deduced from the size of the
crystal core after loading. However, during each HD+ load-
ing cycle a small fraction of the Be+ is lost from the trap, due
to chemical reactions with neutral HD gas %6&. The same Be+

ion crystal can be used for up to 40 HD+ loadings, sufficient
for obtaining the spectra in Figs. 3"a# and 3"b#. A typical
spectrum is taken within 1–2 h.

Detailed measurements for two transitions "v!=4,J!
=1,3#! "v=0,J=2# are shown in Figs. 3"a# and 3"b#. Both
spectra reveal a partly resolved hyperfine structure, which
can be compared with the prediction from an effective spin
Hamiltonian, written as Heff=b1Ip ·S+c1IpzSz+b2Id ·S
+c2IdzSz+!S ·J %15,21&. Here, Ip, Id, and S denote the spin of
the proton, deuteron, and electron, respectively; the subscript
z indicates the projection on the internuclear axis. The hy-
perfine coefficients b1, b2, c1, c2, and ! have been recently
calculated to high accuracy %13&. The hyperfine level ener-
gies and eigenfunctions are found by diagonalization of the
matrix representation of Heff in a suitable angular momentum
coupling scheme. Terms arising from the nuclear spin-
rotation and deuteron quadrupole interactions are neglected
as they contribute "1 MHz to the hyperfine level energies
%13&. The results of the diagonalization were subsequently
used to calculate line strengths of the individual hyperfine
components within a given rovibrational transition, leading
to “stick spectra,” as shown in Figs. 3"a# and 3"b#. Inhomo-
geneous broadening of the spectra may be accounted for by
convolving each line with a Gaussian line shape of a given
width.

The broadened stick spectra are fitted to the experimental
spectra using the linewidth, the vertical scale and the fre-
quency offset as fit parameters %Figs. 3"a# and 3"b#&. The
frequency offset corresponds to the deperturbed rovibrational
transition frequency, which is thus determined to within the
accuracy of the wavelength calibration of the ir laser
"40 MHz# and the fit uncertainty "3 MHz#. The measured

FIG. 3. Rovibrational transition spectra with partially resolved
hyperfine splitting: "a# "v!=4,J!=1#! "v=0,J=2# at 1430 nm, "b#
"v!=4,J!=3#! "v=0,J=2# at 1394 nm. The curves are fits to the
data "!#, where the theoretical stick spectra were broadened by
$40 MHz. The theoretical spectrum exhibits a large number of
very weak transitions, due to weak mixing of pure coupled angular
momentum states by Heff. The ordinate values are the molecular ion
dissociation probability for a 5 s irradiation of 0.65 W/cm2 ir and
10 W/cm2 uv light. The insets show typical error bars.
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Hyperfine-resolved Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy of  HD+ : precise 
determination of  the proton-electron mass ratio mp/me at the ppt level

S. Patra et al., Science 369 (2020), 1238

• Energy-level and excitation scheme for two-
photon spectroscopy

F = 1 lines by as much as 0.5 kHz through
level shifting and line-shape deformation (22).
The expected two-photon power broadening
and interaction-time broadening from the
9 ! 103 s!1 rate of dissociation of molecules
in the v = 9 state (21) satisfactorily explain
the observed linewidths of 8(3) kHz (number
in parentheses denotes uncertainty). In addi-
tion, we experimentally investigated a num-
ber of systematic effects, yielding results
consistent with the theory-based estimates
(22). The sizes and uncertainties of leading
systematic effects are listed in Table 1.
As shown in Fig. 2, Lorentzian line shapes

are fitted to the spectra to determine their
respective line centers with 0.6- to 0.7-kHz
uncertainty. These are subsequently corrected
for systematic frequency shifts and combined
to arrive at the F = 0 and F = 1 transition fre-
quencies: nHF0,exp and nHF1,exp (22) (see Fig. 2,
C and D, and Table 2). These frequencies are
related to the spin-averaged (i.e., pure rovibra-
tional) frequency (nSA) through the relations
nSA = nHF0 – f0c and nSA = nHF1 – f1c ( f, hyper-
fine shift) (Fig. 1C). Because only nSA depends
directly on the values of the physical con-
stants of interest, we need to determine and
correct for the hyperfine shifts f1c " –63 MHz

and f0c " 115 MHz to derive nSA. We take the
hyperfine intervals f0c,theo and f1c,theo from
theory (22, 24, 26) and compute nSA,exp as
the mean of nHF0,exp – f0c,theo and nHF1,exp –

f1c,theo (22). In this process, we expand the
uncertainties of the theoretical hyperfine
intervals by about a factor of 2 (22) so that
the theoretical hyperfine interval (f10,theo)
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Table 2. Experimental and theoretical transition frequencies and hyperfine intervals.
Uncertainties are given in parentheses and justified in detail in (22). The uncertainties of hyperfine
intervals include an expansion factor of ~2. During data acquisition and in Fig. 2, theoretical
frequency values (nHF0,theo and nHF1,theo) based on CODATA-2014 constants were used as offset
values. All other theoretical frequency values were obtained from CODATA-2018 physical constants.

Symbol Value (kHz)

nHF0,theo* 415,265,040,466.8
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

nHF1,theo* 415,264,862,219.1
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

nHF0,exp 415,265,040,503.6(0.6)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

nHF1,exp 415,264,862,249.2(0.7)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

f0c,theo 114,999.7(1.9)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

f1c,theo !63,248.0(2.1)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

f10,theo 178,247.7(3.3)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

f10,exp 178,254.4(0.9)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

nSA,theo 415,264,925,496.2(7.4)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

nSA,exp 415,264,925,500.5(1.2)
. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .

*Offset values based on CODATA-2014 constants (included for completeness).

Fig. 3. Implications for the values of
physical constants. (A) Comparison
between nSA,exp and theoretical frequencies
nSA,theo (k) obtained for the indicated
combinations of physical constants, k.
Arrows represent the cumulative frequency
shift introduced by consecutively replacing
the CODATA-2014 values of mp/me (blue),
rp (yellow), rd (purple), R" (green), and
md/me (gray) with their counterparts
of the set k. Error bars indicate
1s uncertainty. (B) Values and uncertainties
of mp/me from this work (blue data
points) compared with measured mp values
from other sources, which were converted
to values of mp/me through division by me

(CODATA-2018). The lowermost blue data
point represents the value derived in (C).
Dashed lines and shaded areas represent
CODATA values and their ±1s ranges,
with brackets indicating which of the
measurements shown were included in
the respective CODATA adjustments.
Error bars indicate 1s uncertainty.
(C) Simultaneous constraint on mp/me

and md/mp from HD+ and recent
independent measurements of these
quantities, leading to new values of mp/me

and md/mp (blue dotted lines) and the
corresponding 1s-constrained region
(white ellipse).
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• Comparison of  determinations 
of  mp/me 

deuteron (Id), and electron (se), as well as the
molecule’s rotational angular momentum (L)
(24). The spins are coupled to form resultant
angular momenta F = se + Ip and S = F + Id
and are finally coupled with L to form the
total angular momentum J = S + L. We ob-
served transitions (v,L; F,S,J ): (0,3; 1,2,5)!(9,3;
1,2,5) (here referred to as the “F = 1 transi-
tion”) and (v,L; F,S,J): (0,3; 0,1,4)!(9,3; 0,1,4)
(the “F = 0 transition”); see Fig. 1B.
To record a spectrum, we kept the 1442-nm

laser frequency (nF) (with F = 0,1; see Fig.
1B) at a fixed detuning (dF) from resonance
to avoid excessive population of the inter-
mediate v = 4 state (21, 22). Meanwhile, we

stepped the 1445-nm laser frequency (n!F) in
intervals of 2 kHz over the range of interest
(Fig. 1B). At each step, we let all lasers inter-
act with the HD+ ions for 30 s, after which we
determined the cumulative loss of HD+ and
added the resulting data point to the spec-
trum (22). A typical spectrum covers a span
of 40 to 60 kHz, with an average of nine
points per frequency and with the 180 to 270
data points acquired in random order over
~10 measurement days. The signal-to-noise
ratio of the F = 0 spectrum turned out to be
lower than its F = 1 counterpart, which we
attribute to a smaller available population
in the initial state and slower repopulation

by blackbody radiation (21). To increase the
F = 0 signal, we applied two radio frequency
(rf) magnetic fields to drive the population
from the (F,S,J) = (1,2,5) and (1,2,4) states of
the v = 0, L = 3 hyperfine manifold to the
(F,S,J) = (0,1,4) states (see Fig. 1B and fig.
S1) (22). Recorded spectra of the F = 0 and
F = 1 transitions are shown in Fig. 2.
The interpretation of the recorded spectra

requires analysis of several systematic effects
that affect line shape and position (22). We
exploit the good theoretical accessibility of
the HD+ molecule (25), which allows a priori
estimation of these effects. Zeeman and Stark
effects are calculated to shift the F = 0 and
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Fig. 1. Partial level diagram and multiphoton
transitions. (A) Two-photon transitions are
driven between rovibrational states with (v,L) =
(0,3) and (9,3) in the 1ss electronic ground
state of HD+. State-selective dissociation of the
v = 9 population is induced through excitation
to the antibonding 2ps electronic state by a
532-nm photon. (B) Spin-averaged transition
frequency (nSA) and hyperfine structure (not to
scale) of the levels involved in the two-photon
transition, as well as graphical definitions
of the frequencies and detunings of the electro-
magnetic fields driving transitions between
them. (C) Graphical definition of the hyperfine
intervals in the two-photon transition.

Fig. 2. Spectra of the two-photon tran-
sition at 415 THz. (A) Spectra of the F = 0
transition at various levels of the rf power
(Prf). Lorentzian line fits are shown along
with 68% confidence level bands. Each data
point represents the mean of a set of
(typically) nine individual measurements,
with error bars indicating SEM. (B) Spectral
data and Lorentzian line fits for the
F = 1 transitions at two different values of
the 532-nm laser intensity (I). (C) Fitted
line centers of the F = 0 transitions
[corrected for systematic shifts (22)] shown
in (A) are additionally used to check for a
possible quasi-resonant ac Zeeman shift
by fitting a linear model and extrapolating to
Prf = 0 mW. The fit (dashed blue line) implies
no significant shift. The zero-field F = 0
frequency and uncertainty are indicated by
the red horizontal line and pink bands, respectively. (D) F = 1 line-center frequencies from the fits shown in (B), after correction for systematic shifts (22). The purple
line and bands indicate the weighted mean and uncertainty, respectively.
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• Spectroscopic lines originating from F=0 and F=1

deuteron (Id), and electron (se), as well as the
molecule’s rotational angular momentum (L)
(24). The spins are coupled to form resultant
angular momenta F = se + Ip and S = F + Id
and are finally coupled with L to form the
total angular momentum J = S + L. We ob-
served transitions (v,L; F,S,J ): (0,3; 1,2,5)!(9,3;
1,2,5) (here referred to as the “F = 1 transi-
tion”) and (v,L; F,S,J): (0,3; 0,1,4)!(9,3; 0,1,4)
(the “F = 0 transition”); see Fig. 1B.
To record a spectrum, we kept the 1442-nm

laser frequency (nF) (with F = 0,1; see Fig.
1B) at a fixed detuning (dF) from resonance
to avoid excessive population of the inter-
mediate v = 4 state (21, 22). Meanwhile, we

stepped the 1445-nm laser frequency (n!F) in
intervals of 2 kHz over the range of interest
(Fig. 1B). At each step, we let all lasers inter-
act with the HD+ ions for 30 s, after which we
determined the cumulative loss of HD+ and
added the resulting data point to the spec-
trum (22). A typical spectrum covers a span
of 40 to 60 kHz, with an average of nine
points per frequency and with the 180 to 270
data points acquired in random order over
~10 measurement days. The signal-to-noise
ratio of the F = 0 spectrum turned out to be
lower than its F = 1 counterpart, which we
attribute to a smaller available population
in the initial state and slower repopulation

by blackbody radiation (21). To increase the
F = 0 signal, we applied two radio frequency
(rf) magnetic fields to drive the population
from the (F,S,J) = (1,2,5) and (1,2,4) states of
the v = 0, L = 3 hyperfine manifold to the
(F,S,J) = (0,1,4) states (see Fig. 1B and fig.
S1) (22). Recorded spectra of the F = 0 and
F = 1 transitions are shown in Fig. 2.
The interpretation of the recorded spectra

requires analysis of several systematic effects
that affect line shape and position (22). We
exploit the good theoretical accessibility of
the HD+ molecule (25), which allows a priori
estimation of these effects. Zeeman and Stark
effects are calculated to shift the F = 0 and
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Fig. 1. Partial level diagram and multiphoton
transitions. (A) Two-photon transitions are
driven between rovibrational states with (v,L) =
(0,3) and (9,3) in the 1ss electronic ground
state of HD+. State-selective dissociation of the
v = 9 population is induced through excitation
to the antibonding 2ps electronic state by a
532-nm photon. (B) Spin-averaged transition
frequency (nSA) and hyperfine structure (not to
scale) of the levels involved in the two-photon
transition, as well as graphical definitions
of the frequencies and detunings of the electro-
magnetic fields driving transitions between
them. (C) Graphical definition of the hyperfine
intervals in the two-photon transition.

Fig. 2. Spectra of the two-photon tran-
sition at 415 THz. (A) Spectra of the F = 0
transition at various levels of the rf power
(Prf). Lorentzian line fits are shown along
with 68% confidence level bands. Each data
point represents the mean of a set of
(typically) nine individual measurements,
with error bars indicating SEM. (B) Spectral
data and Lorentzian line fits for the
F = 1 transitions at two different values of
the 532-nm laser intensity (I). (C) Fitted
line centers of the F = 0 transitions
[corrected for systematic shifts (22)] shown
in (A) are additionally used to check for a
possible quasi-resonant ac Zeeman shift
by fitting a linear model and extrapolating to
Prf = 0 mW. The fit (dashed blue line) implies
no significant shift. The zero-field F = 0
frequency and uncertainty are indicated by
the red horizontal line and pink bands, respectively. (D) F = 1 line-center frequencies from the fits shown in (B), after correction for systematic shifts (22). The purple
line and bands indicate the weighted mean and uncertainty, respectively.
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deuteron (Id), and electron (se), as well as the
molecule’s rotational angular momentum (L)
(24). The spins are coupled to form resultant
angular momenta F = se + Ip and S = F + Id
and are finally coupled with L to form the
total angular momentum J = S + L. We ob-
served transitions (v,L; F,S,J ): (0,3; 1,2,5)!(9,3;
1,2,5) (here referred to as the “F = 1 transi-
tion”) and (v,L; F,S,J): (0,3; 0,1,4)!(9,3; 0,1,4)
(the “F = 0 transition”); see Fig. 1B.
To record a spectrum, we kept the 1442-nm

laser frequency (nF) (with F = 0,1; see Fig.
1B) at a fixed detuning (dF) from resonance
to avoid excessive population of the inter-
mediate v = 4 state (21, 22). Meanwhile, we

stepped the 1445-nm laser frequency (n!F) in
intervals of 2 kHz over the range of interest
(Fig. 1B). At each step, we let all lasers inter-
act with the HD+ ions for 30 s, after which we
determined the cumulative loss of HD+ and
added the resulting data point to the spec-
trum (22). A typical spectrum covers a span
of 40 to 60 kHz, with an average of nine
points per frequency and with the 180 to 270
data points acquired in random order over
~10 measurement days. The signal-to-noise
ratio of the F = 0 spectrum turned out to be
lower than its F = 1 counterpart, which we
attribute to a smaller available population
in the initial state and slower repopulation

by blackbody radiation (21). To increase the
F = 0 signal, we applied two radio frequency
(rf) magnetic fields to drive the population
from the (F,S,J) = (1,2,5) and (1,2,4) states of
the v = 0, L = 3 hyperfine manifold to the
(F,S,J) = (0,1,4) states (see Fig. 1B and fig.
S1) (22). Recorded spectra of the F = 0 and
F = 1 transitions are shown in Fig. 2.
The interpretation of the recorded spectra

requires analysis of several systematic effects
that affect line shape and position (22). We
exploit the good theoretical accessibility of
the HD+ molecule (25), which allows a priori
estimation of these effects. Zeeman and Stark
effects are calculated to shift the F = 0 and
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Fig. 1. Partial level diagram and multiphoton
transitions. (A) Two-photon transitions are
driven between rovibrational states with (v,L) =
(0,3) and (9,3) in the 1ss electronic ground
state of HD+. State-selective dissociation of the
v = 9 population is induced through excitation
to the antibonding 2ps electronic state by a
532-nm photon. (B) Spin-averaged transition
frequency (nSA) and hyperfine structure (not to
scale) of the levels involved in the two-photon
transition, as well as graphical definitions
of the frequencies and detunings of the electro-
magnetic fields driving transitions between
them. (C) Graphical definition of the hyperfine
intervals in the two-photon transition.

Fig. 2. Spectra of the two-photon tran-
sition at 415 THz. (A) Spectra of the F = 0
transition at various levels of the rf power
(Prf). Lorentzian line fits are shown along
with 68% confidence level bands. Each data
point represents the mean of a set of
(typically) nine individual measurements,
with error bars indicating SEM. (B) Spectral
data and Lorentzian line fits for the
F = 1 transitions at two different values of
the 532-nm laser intensity (I). (C) Fitted
line centers of the F = 0 transitions
[corrected for systematic shifts (22)] shown
in (A) are additionally used to check for a
possible quasi-resonant ac Zeeman shift
by fitting a linear model and extrapolating to
Prf = 0 mW. The fit (dashed blue line) implies
no significant shift. The zero-field F = 0
frequency and uncertainty are indicated by
the red horizontal line and pink bands, respectively. (D) F = 1 line-center frequencies from the fits shown in (B), after correction for systematic shifts (22). The purple
line and bands indicate the weighted mean and uncertainty, respectively.
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Cold molecular ions in traps: methods and applications

Spectroscopy of  “forbidden” infrared transitions in cold molecular ions 

“forbidden” transition: forbidden within the electric dipole approximation

Infrared spectra of  homonuclear diatomics (H2, N2, …): dipole forbidden, but 
allowed within the electric-quadrupole (E2) approximation

Quadrupole spectra: extremely weak, extremely narrow spectral lines (ca. factor 
1010 compared to dipole-allowed infrared spectra)
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Test of m p/me changes using vibrational transitions in N2
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In this paper we propose to utilize the X2!g(",N,F,M) = (0,0,1/2, ±1/2) ! (1,0,1/2, ±1/2) or
(2,0,1/2, ±1/2) transition of N2

+ (I = 0) to test variations of the proton-to-electron mass ratio. The X2!g

ground state exhibits no quadrupole shift and the Zeeman shift of the N = 0 ! N = 0 transition is exactly
zero. Because N2

+ is nonpolar, systematic level shifts such as Stark shifts induced by trap electric field or
blackbody radiation are very small and the thermalization of the rotational states is inhibited. This eases the
requirements on the experimental setup significantly. Employing Raman transitions at the “magic” wavelength
the (0,0,1/2, ±1/2) ! (1,0,1/2, ±1/2) or (2,0,1/2, ±1/2) transition frequency can be measured very precisely.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.89.032509 PACS number(s): 33.20.Ea, 06.30.Ft, 32.60.+i

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1937, Dirac gave a formulation of the large number
hypothesis that aimed to tie together the fundamental constants
of physics [1]. Since the measurement uncertainties of atomic
transitions became lower than 10"16 [2–4], testing the variation
in the fine-structure constant # has become a “hot topic”
in metrology. Rosenband et al. measured the ratio of the
27Al+ 1S0-3P0 and 199Hg+ 2S1/2-2D5/2 transition frequencies
and determined that # varies by ("1.6 ± 2.3) # 10"17/yr [4].
Another fundamental constant to test is the proton-to-electron
mass ratio mp/me, because the ratio of variations in # and
mp/me provides useful information for grand unification
theories [5]. Molecular transition frequencies are particularly
useful to detect potential variations in mp/me, as vibrational
and rotational transition frequencies are to first order pro-
portional to (mp/me)"1/2 and (mp/me)"1, respectively. van
Weerdenburg et al. observed the variation in mp/me from
transition frequencies of H2 molecules in the quasar source
J2123-005 (at redshift z = 2.059). Using two different tele-
scopes, variations of $(mp/me)/(mp/me) = (8.5 ± 3.6stat ±
2.2syst) # 10"6 and (5.6 ± 5.5stat ± 2.9syst) # 10"6 have been
found [6]. In contrast, Bagdonaite et al. compared transitions of
CH3OH molecules from PKS1830-211 (at redshift z = 0.89)
with laboratory measurements and obtained a variation of
$(mp/me)/(mp/me) = (0 ± 1) # 10"7 [7]. To distinguish the
time and space variations, the astronomical observation must
be performed with many objects in different directions across
the universe. Using telescopes in the northern and southern
hemisphere Webb et al. [8] and King et al. [9] found evidence
which indicates spatial as well as temporal variations of #.

Laboratory measurements are instrumental in the search
for spatial and temporal variations of fundamental constants
due to unparalleled control over the environment and the
achievable precision of the measurements. In addition, shorter,

*kajita@nict.go.jp

well-controlled interrogation times enable the detection of
fast changes in fundamental constants. Due to the motion of
the Earth, laboratory measurements are sensitive not only to
temporal but also to spatial variations. Recently Berengut et al.
[10] concluded that the Earth is moving into an area of larger
# and thus potentially also larger values of mp/me. From
measured ratios between the optical frequencies of atomic
transitions and the Cs hyperfine frequency (which is sensitive
to variations in both # and mp/me) [11–14], the upper limit of
the variation in mp/me is known to be smaller than 10"16/yr.
To measure the pure variation in mp/me, it is preferable to
compare frequencies of molecular transitions with those of
atomic transitions, whose dependence on # and mp/me are
negligibly small (e.g., the 1S0-3P0 transition frequencies of the
27Al+ ion [4] or 87Sr atom [2,3]). The measured molecular
transition must be chosen by considering the sensitivity
tomp/me and achievable accuracy of the measurement. Several
authors have presented molecular transition frequencies with
sensitivity to mp/me much higher than pure vibrational
or rotational transition frequencies [15–17]. However, these
transitions are difficult to measure with an uncertainty lower
than 10"14.

Several neutral molecules have been proposed for testing
the variation in mp/me such as 40Ca6Li, 88Sr6Li [18],
and 174Yb6Li [19,20]. These molecules can be potentially
generated in large numbers from cold atoms through pho-
toassociation or Feshbach resonances and may be trapped in
optical traps. Collision shifts may be suppressed by trapping
the molecules in optical lattices and the ac Stark shift can be
eliminated by setting the trap laser frequency to the “magic”
wavelength. Although some experimental results have been
obtained with 40Ca7Li molecules in a thermal beam [21,22],
generation and trapping of the aforementioned molecules has
not been demonstrated thus far.

In contrast to neutral molecules, molecular ions can be
easily trapped and cooled through sympathetic laser cooling
with atomic ions which are trapped alongside the molecules.
With long trapping times in the order of many hours and
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Simplest Molecules as Candidates for Precise Optical Clocks
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The precise measurement of transition frequencies in cold, trapped molecules has applications in
fundamental physics, and extremely high accuracies are desirable. We determine suitable candidates by
considering the simplest molecules with a single electron, for which the external-field shift corrections can
be calculated theoretically with high precision. Our calculations show that H2

! exhibits particular
transitions whose fractional systematic uncertainties may be reduced to 5 ! 10!17 at room temperature. We
also generalize the method of composite frequencies, introducing tailored linear combinations of individual
transition frequencies that are free of the major systematic shifts, independent of the strength of the external
perturbing fields. By applying this technique, the uncertainty of the composite frequency is reduced
compared to what is achievable with a single transition, e.g., to the 10!18 range for HD!. Thus, these
molecules are of metrological relevance for future studies.
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Frequency metrology of cold trapped molecules is an
emerging field, driven by the promise of opening up new
opportunities in fundamental physics. It has been proposed
to use these systems to test the constancy of fundamental
mass ratios (me=mp, mp=md), by measuring vibrational
transition frequencies over time [1]. The comparison of
experimental molecular transition frequencies with theo-
retical results can test ab initio calculations, in particular
QED effects [2,3], can determine mass ratios of small
nuclei, and can set limits to a “fifth force” on the
subnanometer scale [4]. The search for parity and
Lorentz invariance violation effects on vibrational frequen-
cies also requires extreme frequency accuracy [5,6].
Different molecular systems are therefore being investi-
gated [7–10].
Tests of the constancy of me=mp using microwave cold

atom clocks (exhibiting 2 ! 10!16 fractional uncertainty)
are already producing stringent limits. For molecules to
become competitive systems, they must reach an uncer-
tainty in the 10!17 range. A crucial aspect in molecular
frequency metrology is thus the understanding of system-
atic frequency shifts of their transitions, the development
of methods allowing their suppression or, at least, their
quantification, and the identification of candidate systems
[11–16].
In this Letter, we discuss and answer affirmatively the

question whether it is in principle possible to reach
extremely low inaccuracies (10!18 range). We propose
the simplest molecules, i.e., molecules with one electron,
for which the ab initio theory has made significant
advances in the last decade [17]. It allows the calculation
of transition frequencies with fractional inaccuracies of,
currently, 4 ! 10!11 [18], and, crucially, also the accurate

calculation of their sensitivity to external perturbing
fields [19].
The composite frequency method and simple mole-

cules.—A significant difference between atoms and mol-
ecules is that molecules have a multitude (many tens) of
long-lived rovibrational levels in their electronic ground
state, each of which may have a substantial number of
hyperfine states. Thus, there is also a very large number
(thousands) of transitions having high spectroscopic quality
factors. Their external-field shift coefficients !!j vary,
often substantially, because the states’ rovibrational
molecular wave functions vary, and in consequence the
coefficients of the hyperfine Hamiltonian also vary. A
subset of these transitions may exhibit particularly small
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PN
i"1 "ifi. For the studies mentioned above,

such a composite frequency is as useful an observable as
the frequency fi of an individual transition.
Consider now that each individual frequency fi is
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intensities, etc.) in a way expressible as a power series,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in trapping and cooling of molecules and
molecular ions are opening new perspectives in fields as varied
as cold chemistry, quantum dynamics of complex systems,
metrology, and quantum computation [1–4]. In this context, the
sympathetic cooling of molecular ions represents a particularly
attractive approach which enables the performance of chemical
and spectroscopic experiments on the single-particle level [5].
With the recent breakthrough in the production of cold molec-
ular ions in well-defined internal states [6–9], fully coherent
experiments with single molecular ions now come within
reach. Precise knowledge and control of the internal quantum
state of molecular ions is relevant for quantum controlled
chemistry [5,10], frequency metrology of single ions [11,12],
and prospective applications in quantum-information process-
ing, where a lot of progress has already been made with trapped
atomic ions [13,14]. However, readout procedures of the
internal quantum state have thus far relied on methods such as
laser-induced charge transfer [8,9] or photodissociation [6,7]
because of the lack of closed cycling transitions in molecular
systems. These techniques are inherently destructive and not
suitable if repeated measurements on a single molecular ion
are required, for instance, in quantum computation [14] or
frequency metrology [11].

In this work we propose a fast, efficient, and accurate
molecular spectroscopy scheme based on quantum logic and
coherent control theory able to address a variety of internal
degrees of freedom of the molecules. Our proposal relies on
a hybrid manipulation of the ion of interest and an atomic
ion, such as 40Ca+ or 9Be+, that acts as a probe. Optical or
magnetic forces are used on the ions at will, depending on
the precise internal states which are involved in the quantum
operations. They are arranged in optimized gates that take a

*jordi.mur@iff.csic.es

time from 50 µs up to 1 ms, are insensitive to the temperature
of the ion crystal, and have a number of relevant applications.
The most immediate one is the determination of magnetic
moments or Zeeman shifts in atoms and molecules, such as
14N2

+ or 16O2
+, for precision-spectroscopic purposes. This

pushes the field along the line of previous experiments with
atomic ions [11], incorporating two important features: greater
versatility (that allows addressing a broader variety of ions
with a complex internal structure) and simpler experimental
requirements, as cooling the ions to the motional ground
state is not necessary. Another application of this work
is to replace the destructive measurement techniques in
current experiments with hybrid atom-molecule systems [8,9].
Moreover, the proposed framework represents the cornerstone
of a hybrid quantum computation scheme which for the
first time combines molecular and atomic ions, covering the
measurement and entangling steps. Finally, in the broader
context of molecular physics, the most important aspect of
the scheme is that it represents an entirely new approach for
molecular spectroscopy which relies on the manipulation of
quantum phases and is tailored to the interrogation of single
trapped particles.

Our manuscript is structured as follows. We start in Sec. II
by reformulating the concept of quantum logic spectroscopy
[11], showing how, by means of control-phase gates and Ram-
sey interferometry, a single ion may probe the state population
or other observables of any other ion in a Coulomb crystal [5].
We then show how to implement those control-phase gates
using state-dependent forces [15–17] in a crystal with different
types of atomic and molecular ions, thus introducing a quantum
protocol for molecular ions. With these tools, in Sec. III we
derive three slightly different variants of this protocol and test
them with accurate calculations for the case of 14N2

+ ions.
In the first version, the probe and the target ions are subject
to pulsed optical forces generated by AC Stark shifts. This
fast protocol is targeted at the determination of electronic,
rotational, and vibrational states of the target molecular ion. In

022308-11050-2947/2012/85(2)/022308(8) ©2012 American Physical Society
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1. Introduction

Space–time variations of the proton-to-electron mass ratio l is
one area where high-precision molecular spectroscopy plays an
important role in testing the fundamental laws of physics. While
astrophysical studies on the spectra of molecular hydrogen, ammo-
nia and methanol have set stringent limits on the variations of l
over cosmological time scales, laboratory tests provide comple-
mentary information on its variations in the current epoch (see
[1,2] for recent reviews). So far, the most severe model-indepen-
dent limit from a laboratory measurement, obtained by comparing
rovibrational transitions in SF6 with a Cs clock, is at a level of sev-
eral 10#14/year [3]. A large number of theoretical proposals relying
on molecular lines with greatly enhanced sensitivities to l varia-
tions, due to a cancelation between energy contributions from dif-
ferent origins (electronic, vibrational, rotational, fine or hyperfine
structure. . .), have been formulated in recent years (see e.g. [4–6]).

Ro-vibrational transitions in the hydrogen molecular ions H!2
and HD! were among the very first candidates to be studied in
the perspective of high-precision laboratory tests [7]. Despite the
fact that they do not benefit from any sensitivity enhancement
effect, several factors still make hydrogen molecular ions attractive.

First are the small natural widths of ro-vibrational lines, which lye
in the 10 Hz [8,9] and 10#7 Hz [10] range for HD! and H!2 respec-
tively, and the possibility to probe single trapped molecular ions
with ultra-high resolution using quantum-logic spectroscopy
(QLS) [11,12]. The demonstration of efficient schemes to prepare
the molecules in a selected ro-vibrational state, such as reso-
nance-enhanced multi-photon ionization [13,14] or rotational cool-
ing [15,16], is another important asset; in general, state preparation
is a major experimental challenge to be considered since transitions
of enhanced sensitivity are often rather exotic, i.e. involving highly
excited states in complex molecules. Finally, the simplicity of
hydrogen molecular ions allows for precise theoretical calculations
of the main systematic shifts that affect the accuracy of the mea-
surement, and thus reliable performance estimates of the envisaged
quantum-logic clock. The purpose of the present work is to obtain
such estimates for a few ro-vibrational transitions of interest in
H!2 and HD!.

This study builds upon a previous investigation of systematic
effects for a large number of transitions in HD!, by Bakalov and
Schiller [17], which included the combined contributions of
Zeeman, quadrupole, Stark, and black-body radiation shifts, and
concluded that frequency measurements with a relative accuracy
of about 5" 10#16 should be achievable on a few selected one-
photon ro-vibrational transitions. Two-photon transitions, which
enable suppression of the first-order Doppler effect even without
strong spatial confinement of the ions, were also considered (see
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N2+ quadrupole infrared spectroscopy: experiment  

Sympathetically cool 20-25 state-selected N2+ ions 
Irradiate N2+ ions with 200 mW focused IR radiation at 4.5 μm for 2 minutes 
Detect excitation to v+=1 by charge transfer with Ar

M. Germann, X. Tong, SW, Nature Phys. 10 (2014), 820 
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The v=0→1 quadrupole spectrum of  N2+

M. Germann, X. Tong, SW, Nature Phys. 10 (2014), 820 
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4. Molecular-ion quantum technologies and spectroscopy

 Resolved sideband cooling of  ions into the quantum regime

The motion of  an ion in the harmonic pseudopotential of  the 
ion trap corresponds to a QM harmonic oscillator problem:

• Motional states = the harmonic oscillator eigenstates  , n = 0,1,2,..

• Motional states form a ladder of  equidistant energy levels 

|n=0̼
|n=1̼

|n=2̼

..
.

ω

Resolved sideband cooling: cooling to the motional ground state by addressing 
the individual motional states
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See other lectures on ion trapping in this school for details
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Simple resolved sideband cooling scheme:

Conditions for resolved sideband cooling:

• Motional amplitude must be smaller than the wavelength of  the cooling laser 
(Lamb-Dicke regime) ⇒ Doppler pre-cooling

• Bandwidth of  cooling laser must be small enough to resolve sidebands
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D. Leibfried et al., Rev. Mod. Phys. 75 (2003), 281

H. Häffner et al., Phys. Rep. 469 (2008), 155
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“Quantum-logic” spectroscopy of  the 1S0 → 3P1,0 transitions in 27Al+

The combined motion of  the Be+/Al+ two-ion 
system is cooled to the motional ground state 
 |n>=0 by sideband cooling on Be+.

The spectral transition of  interest is the 
1S0→3P1 resonance in the “spectroscopy 
ion” Al+. As Al+ is not laser cooled itself, 
electron-shelving spectroscopy cannot be 
applied. Instead, the optical excitation in Al+ 
is detected on the “logic ion” Be+ using a 
quantum-logic protocol.
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The “spectroscopy ion” Al+ does not have any 
suitable optical transitions for laser cooling. 
Hence it has to be sympathetically cooled by a 
simultaneously trapped Be+ ion. Be+ is cooled 
during the experiment.

P.O. Schmidt et al., Science 309 (2005), 749 
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Quantum-logic protocol for detecting an optical transition in Al+:
A. Both ions are initialised in the combined motional ground state by resolved-

sideband cooling on Be+ 

B. The spectroscopy transition in Al+ is excited ... 

C. ... followed by a red-sideband transition (RSB) to n=1 in the 1S0 state. Since 
the motion of  the ions is coupled, BOTH ions are transferred into the n=1 
motional state by the RSB. 

D. The logic ion Be+ is excited in another RSB from n=1 to n=0 in a metastable 
state. The optical cycle on Be+ is disrupted and fluorescence stops.

The fluorescence of  Be+ after step D ONLY breaks down after Al+ has been 
excited beforehand in step B → detection of  a spectroscopic excitation in Al+ by 
readout on Be+. P.O. Schmidt et al., Science 309 (2005), 749 
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Application: measurement of  the time constancy of  the fine-structure constant α 
using the NIST Al+/Hg+ frequency standard.

Variation of  the 
frequency ratio fAl+/fHg+ 

as a function of  time

Corresponding variation of  α 
and comparison with other 

frequency standards



Cold molecular ions in traps: methods and applications

 Quantum logic spectroscopy of  cold molecular ions 

Spectroscopy of  a single MgH+ ion by entanglement with and readout on a single 
Mg+ ions using a state-dependent optical-dipole force (ODF) acting on a motional 
qubit of  the two-ion string:
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The interaction between the lattice laser field and the motional qubit 
is described by the Hamiltonian (see Methods):

† †! " "= ( + ) ( )!H a a a a 1eff IP OP IP OP IP OP

where †
( )aIP OP /aIP(OP) is the creation/annihilation operator for the 

in-phase (or out-of-phase) mode, "IP(OP) is the Lamb–Dicke parameter 
for the in-phase (or out-of-phase) mode27, ! is Planck’s constant divided 
by 2!; and !eff is the effective Rabi frequency. It is given by:

! ! #$= " (# ) ( ) + (# ) ( )R R1 2 cos 2eff Mg MgH MgH
2

where ! !(# ) = (# )/R MgH MgH MgH Mg  is the ratio between the Rabi 
frequencies of the Raman couplings in the molecular and atomic ions, 
depending on the detuning #MgH. The distance between the ions deter-
mines the relative phase, #$, between the forces on the ions14. In a 
Bloch-sphere picture, the effect of the ODF on the atom and the mol-
ecule can be illustrated as the vector sum of two torques, 

= +F F FODF Mg MgH, acting on the motional qubit (Fig. 2b, c). In the 
experiment, the time, tlatt, in which the lattice laser interacts with the 
ions is adjusted such that for !MgH = 0 (that is, the molecular ion is not 
in J = 1) a !-pulse is performed on the motional qubit (Fig. 2b). If the 

molecule is in the probed state (!MgH $ 0), the additional force changes 
the population transfer (Fig. 2c). This step transfers the internal infor-
mation of the molecular state to the motional qubit. The second BSB 
!-pulse maps the motional-state population (containing the molecule’s 
internal state information) to the atomic qubit. The population in state 
|%!Mg follows:

( )#$= &
'(

+ ! " (# ) ( ) + (# ) )
*+

( )%P R R1
2

1 cos 1 2 cos 3MgH MgH
2

Mg

and is detected using state-dependent fluorescence on the 25Mg+ ion, 
where |%!Mg fluoresces and |,!Mg does not. The full sequence is shown 
in Extended Data Fig. 3.

The calculated signal |%-P Mg is shown in Fig. 3a for different phases 
(#$) and different detuning #MgH values. The maxima correspond 
to rotations of 2!n on the Bloch sphere of the motional qubit, with 
n . N. In particular, at the outermost peaks (Fig. 3b), the forces from 
the atomic and molecular ions cancel or add up to 2! exactly, 
depending on the sign of #MgH. There is a trade-off in the choice of 
lattice-laser detuning from the molecular resonance. That is, if the 
detuning is too large, the ODF will not be detectably different for a 
molecule in the rotational state of interest compared with a molecule 
in any other state. For a detuning too small, spontaneous Raman scat-
tering will change the rotational state before it can be detected. Under 
ideal experimental conditions, it is possible to choose a combination 
of the phase #$ and the detuning #MgH to perform state detection in a 
single experimental repetition (cycle), because it is free from quantum 
projection noise ( =|%-P 1Mg  if the molecule is in J = 1, and =|%-P 0Mg  if it 
is not). In this case, the experimental sequence can be understood in 
terms of a CNOT gate acting on the motional qubit with the molecular 
rotational qudit |J!MgH as a control (Fig. 2a):

Figure 1 | Coupling strength of an optical dipole force to the atomic and 
molecular ions. a, Partial level scheme of the relevant atomic (left) and 
molecular states (right) and their laser coupling to the lattice laser. J refers 
to the rotational state; % is the laser frequency; 2P3/2, 2P1/2, 2S1/2, A1/+ and 
X1/+ are atomic/molecular energy levels, with the superscripts denoting 
the multiplicity of the electron spin; #Mg and #MgH represent the amount 
of detuning from atomic/molecular resonance; # represents the relative 
detuning of the two laser beams forming the optical lattice. The inset shows 
the molecular substructure for the states involved in our state-detection 
sequence. The number on the transition in the inset is the experimentally 
implemented geometric coupling coefficient. b, The two lattice beams form 
a moving interference pattern, leading to a temporally and spatially varying 
light force on both ions (yellow, 25Mg+; blue, 24MgH+). c, Rotational state 
(J, mJ = 0) and detuning-dependent coupling strength of the optical dipole 
force, interacting with a 24MgH+ molecular ion on the P-branch (J 0 J " 1, 
solid line) and R-branch (J 0 J + 1, dashed line) of the X1/+ 0A1/+ 
electronic transition. The blue dotted line denotes the coupling strength to 
the 25Mg+ ion.
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Figure 2 | Mapping of the molecular state to the motional qubit.  
a, Circuit description of the mapping process. For ideally chosen 
parameters #MgH and #$, the circuit is equivalent to a CNOT. The action 
of the optical dipole force (ODF) on the motional qubit is represented by 
the torque = +F F FODF Mg MgH. b, For J $ 1, only the atomic ion interacts 
with the lattice. The ODF creates a torque, FMg, on the Bloch sphere 
(purple arrows). c, If J = 1, the additional force on the molecule (torque 
FMgH, depicted in blue) is added to the force on the atom, leading to a 
modified population transfer.
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Mg+ MgH+

(a) Energy level scheme of  Mg+ and 
MgH+ and (b) schematic of  the 

experiment

modulated laser ODF laser beam

• Implementation of  a motional qubit:

• the ODF is modulated at δ=ωop-ωip 

resonantly coupling the two 
motional qubit states

Mg+ MgH+

in-phase mode:

Mg+ MgH+

out-of-phase mode:

in-phase mode out-of-phase mode

| "im = |0iip|1iop

| #im = |1iip|0iop

F. Wolf, Y. Wan, J.C. Heip, F. Gebert, C. Shi and P.O. Schmidt, Nature 530 (2016), 457
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Principle of  experiment:
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The interaction between the lattice laser field and the motional qubit 
is described by the Hamiltonian (see Methods):

† †! " "= ( + ) ( )!H a a a a 1eff IP OP IP OP IP OP

where †
( )aIP OP /aIP(OP) is the creation/annihilation operator for the 

in-phase (or out-of-phase) mode, "IP(OP) is the Lamb–Dicke parameter 
for the in-phase (or out-of-phase) mode27, ! is Planck’s constant divided 
by 2!; and !eff is the effective Rabi frequency. It is given by:

! ! #$= " (# ) ( ) + (# ) ( )R R1 2 cos 2eff Mg MgH MgH
2

where ! !(# ) = (# )/R MgH MgH MgH Mg  is the ratio between the Rabi 
frequencies of the Raman couplings in the molecular and atomic ions, 
depending on the detuning #MgH. The distance between the ions deter-
mines the relative phase, #$, between the forces on the ions14. In a 
Bloch-sphere picture, the effect of the ODF on the atom and the mol-
ecule can be illustrated as the vector sum of two torques, 

= +F F FODF Mg MgH, acting on the motional qubit (Fig. 2b, c). In the 
experiment, the time, tlatt, in which the lattice laser interacts with the 
ions is adjusted such that for !MgH = 0 (that is, the molecular ion is not 
in J = 1) a !-pulse is performed on the motional qubit (Fig. 2b). If the 

molecule is in the probed state (!MgH $ 0), the additional force changes 
the population transfer (Fig. 2c). This step transfers the internal infor-
mation of the molecular state to the motional qubit. The second BSB 
!-pulse maps the motional-state population (containing the molecule’s 
internal state information) to the atomic qubit. The population in state 
|%!Mg follows:

( )#$= &
'(

+ ! " (# ) ( ) + (# ) )
*+

( )%P R R1
2

1 cos 1 2 cos 3MgH MgH
2

Mg

and is detected using state-dependent fluorescence on the 25Mg+ ion, 
where |%!Mg fluoresces and |,!Mg does not. The full sequence is shown 
in Extended Data Fig. 3.

The calculated signal |%-P Mg is shown in Fig. 3a for different phases 
(#$) and different detuning #MgH values. The maxima correspond 
to rotations of 2!n on the Bloch sphere of the motional qubit, with 
n . N. In particular, at the outermost peaks (Fig. 3b), the forces from 
the atomic and molecular ions cancel or add up to 2! exactly, 
depending on the sign of #MgH. There is a trade-off in the choice of 
lattice-laser detuning from the molecular resonance. That is, if the 
detuning is too large, the ODF will not be detectably different for a 
molecule in the rotational state of interest compared with a molecule 
in any other state. For a detuning too small, spontaneous Raman scat-
tering will change the rotational state before it can be detected. Under 
ideal experimental conditions, it is possible to choose a combination 
of the phase #$ and the detuning #MgH to perform state detection in a 
single experimental repetition (cycle), because it is free from quantum 
projection noise ( =|%-P 1Mg  if the molecule is in J = 1, and =|%-P 0Mg  if it 
is not). In this case, the experimental sequence can be understood in 
terms of a CNOT gate acting on the motional qubit with the molecular 
rotational qudit |J!MgH as a control (Fig. 2a):

Figure 1 | Coupling strength of an optical dipole force to the atomic and 
molecular ions. a, Partial level scheme of the relevant atomic (left) and 
molecular states (right) and their laser coupling to the lattice laser. J refers 
to the rotational state; % is the laser frequency; 2P3/2, 2P1/2, 2S1/2, A1/+ and 
X1/+ are atomic/molecular energy levels, with the superscripts denoting 
the multiplicity of the electron spin; #Mg and #MgH represent the amount 
of detuning from atomic/molecular resonance; # represents the relative 
detuning of the two laser beams forming the optical lattice. The inset shows 
the molecular substructure for the states involved in our state-detection 
sequence. The number on the transition in the inset is the experimentally 
implemented geometric coupling coefficient. b, The two lattice beams form 
a moving interference pattern, leading to a temporally and spatially varying 
light force on both ions (yellow, 25Mg+; blue, 24MgH+). c, Rotational state 
(J, mJ = 0) and detuning-dependent coupling strength of the optical dipole 
force, interacting with a 24MgH+ molecular ion on the P-branch (J 0 J " 1, 
solid line) and R-branch (J 0 J + 1, dashed line) of the X1/+ 0A1/+ 
electronic transition. The blue dotted line denotes the coupling strength to 
the 25Mg+ ion.
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Figure 2 | Mapping of the molecular state to the motional qubit.  
a, Circuit description of the mapping process. For ideally chosen 
parameters #MgH and #$, the circuit is equivalent to a CNOT. The action 
of the optical dipole force (ODF) on the motional qubit is represented by 
the torque = +F F FODF Mg MgH. b, For J $ 1, only the atomic ion interacts 
with the lattice. The ODF creates a torque, FMg, on the Bloch sphere 
(purple arrows). c, If J = 1, the additional force on the molecule (torque 
FMgH, depicted in blue) is added to the force on the atom, leading to a 
modified population transfer.
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π-pulse on motional qubit 
w/o ODF on MgH+ (ODF 
FODF acts only on Mg+)

non-π-pulse on motional 
qubit with ODF on MgH+ 
(ODF acts on both ions)
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The interaction between the lattice laser field and the motional qubit 
is described by the Hamiltonian (see Methods):

† †! " "= ( + ) ( )!H a a a a 1eff IP OP IP OP IP OP

where †
( )aIP OP /aIP(OP) is the creation/annihilation operator for the 

in-phase (or out-of-phase) mode, "IP(OP) is the Lamb–Dicke parameter 
for the in-phase (or out-of-phase) mode27, ! is Planck’s constant divided 
by 2!; and !eff is the effective Rabi frequency. It is given by:

! ! #$= " (# ) ( ) + (# ) ( )R R1 2 cos 2eff Mg MgH MgH
2

where ! !(# ) = (# )/R MgH MgH MgH Mg  is the ratio between the Rabi 
frequencies of the Raman couplings in the molecular and atomic ions, 
depending on the detuning #MgH. The distance between the ions deter-
mines the relative phase, #$, between the forces on the ions14. In a 
Bloch-sphere picture, the effect of the ODF on the atom and the mol-
ecule can be illustrated as the vector sum of two torques, 

= +F F FODF Mg MgH, acting on the motional qubit (Fig. 2b, c). In the 
experiment, the time, tlatt, in which the lattice laser interacts with the 
ions is adjusted such that for !MgH = 0 (that is, the molecular ion is not 
in J = 1) a !-pulse is performed on the motional qubit (Fig. 2b). If the 

molecule is in the probed state (!MgH $ 0), the additional force changes 
the population transfer (Fig. 2c). This step transfers the internal infor-
mation of the molecular state to the motional qubit. The second BSB 
!-pulse maps the motional-state population (containing the molecule’s 
internal state information) to the atomic qubit. The population in state 
|%!Mg follows:

( )#$= &
'(

+ ! " (# ) ( ) + (# ) )
*+

( )%P R R1
2

1 cos 1 2 cos 3MgH MgH
2

Mg

and is detected using state-dependent fluorescence on the 25Mg+ ion, 
where |%!Mg fluoresces and |,!Mg does not. The full sequence is shown 
in Extended Data Fig. 3.

The calculated signal |%-P Mg is shown in Fig. 3a for different phases 
(#$) and different detuning #MgH values. The maxima correspond 
to rotations of 2!n on the Bloch sphere of the motional qubit, with 
n . N. In particular, at the outermost peaks (Fig. 3b), the forces from 
the atomic and molecular ions cancel or add up to 2! exactly, 
depending on the sign of #MgH. There is a trade-off in the choice of 
lattice-laser detuning from the molecular resonance. That is, if the 
detuning is too large, the ODF will not be detectably different for a 
molecule in the rotational state of interest compared with a molecule 
in any other state. For a detuning too small, spontaneous Raman scat-
tering will change the rotational state before it can be detected. Under 
ideal experimental conditions, it is possible to choose a combination 
of the phase #$ and the detuning #MgH to perform state detection in a 
single experimental repetition (cycle), because it is free from quantum 
projection noise ( =|%-P 1Mg  if the molecule is in J = 1, and =|%-P 0Mg  if it 
is not). In this case, the experimental sequence can be understood in 
terms of a CNOT gate acting on the motional qubit with the molecular 
rotational qudit |J!MgH as a control (Fig. 2a):

Figure 1 | Coupling strength of an optical dipole force to the atomic and 
molecular ions. a, Partial level scheme of the relevant atomic (left) and 
molecular states (right) and their laser coupling to the lattice laser. J refers 
to the rotational state; % is the laser frequency; 2P3/2, 2P1/2, 2S1/2, A1/+ and 
X1/+ are atomic/molecular energy levels, with the superscripts denoting 
the multiplicity of the electron spin; #Mg and #MgH represent the amount 
of detuning from atomic/molecular resonance; # represents the relative 
detuning of the two laser beams forming the optical lattice. The inset shows 
the molecular substructure for the states involved in our state-detection 
sequence. The number on the transition in the inset is the experimentally 
implemented geometric coupling coefficient. b, The two lattice beams form 
a moving interference pattern, leading to a temporally and spatially varying 
light force on both ions (yellow, 25Mg+; blue, 24MgH+). c, Rotational state 
(J, mJ = 0) and detuning-dependent coupling strength of the optical dipole 
force, interacting with a 24MgH+ molecular ion on the P-branch (J 0 J " 1, 
solid line) and R-branch (J 0 J + 1, dashed line) of the X1/+ 0A1/+ 
electronic transition. The blue dotted line denotes the coupling strength to 
the 25Mg+ ion.
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Figure 2 | Mapping of the molecular state to the motional qubit.  
a, Circuit description of the mapping process. For ideally chosen 
parameters #MgH and #$, the circuit is equivalent to a CNOT. The action 
of the optical dipole force (ODF) on the motional qubit is represented by 
the torque = +F F FODF Mg MgH. b, For J $ 1, only the atomic ion interacts 
with the lattice. The ODF creates a torque, FMg, on the Bloch sphere 
(purple arrows). c, If J = 1, the additional force on the molecule (torque 
FMgH, depicted in blue) is added to the force on the atom, leading to a 
modified population transfer.
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Coupling strength of  the ODF as a 
function of  the detuning from MgH+ 
resonances:

LETTER RESEARCH

Extended Data Figure 3 | Full experimental sequence. a, Circuit 
description of the sequence. i, A BSB !-pulse initializes the atom in the 
state |"!Mg and the motional state in the qubit state |#!m. ii, The ODF 
rotates the motional qubit controlled by the internal state of the molecule 
(see Fig. 2). iii, A second BSB !-pulse maps the motional state (which 
contains the information about the molecule’s internal state) to the 
atomic qubit. iv, The atomic qubit’s state is read out by state-dependent 
fluorescence. b, Pictorial representation of the laser couplings in a 
simplified level scheme.
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| ! " |#" $ | ! " |%"J J1 1MgH m MgH m

| ! " |%" $ | ! " |#"J J1 1MgH m MgH m

| = " |#" $ | = " |#"J J1 1MgH m MgH m

| = " |%" $ | = " |%"J J1 1MgH m MgH m

A typical measurement with a positive detection event can be seen 
in the inset of Fig. 3c. If the molecular ion is not in the probed rota-
tional state, the &-pulse on the motional qubit is successful and we 
observe low fluorescence, ( ' )|#"P 0Mg . After entering the J = 1 state, 
the additional force on the molecule will change the &-time on the 
motional qubit and we observe fluorescence on the 25Mg+ ion 
( > )|#"P 0Mg , until the rotational state changes again. The signal corre-
sponds to a quantum jump of the rotational state in the molecular 
ion, induced by black-body radiation. The signal background of 

' .|#"P 0 2Mg  and reduced contrast arises from experimental imperfec-
tions in implementing the logic gates (see Methods). Because the 
algorithm implements a quantum non-demolition measurement of 
the molecular state, we reduce quantum projection noise by averaging 
each data point over 30 experimental cycles with a duration of about 
9.3 milliseconds per cycle. We identified an experimental event as a 
positive detection event if at least three consecutive data points were 
significantly (1.5!) above background (see Methods). In a total meas-
uring time of approximately 23!hours, we observed 18 positive detec-
tion signals of up to several seconds’ duration. The estimated average 
number of scattered photons from the optical lattice beams that inter-
act with the molecular ion during a single detection cycle at 
(MgH = 25 GHz is around 0.04 (see Methods). If we assume that a 
single scattered photon removes the molecule from its rotational 
state, this results in an average single-cycle detection efficiency of 
96%, neglecting imperfections in any of the qubit and gate operations; 
this therefore represents an upper bound. Estimates of the expected 
number of events—calculated using this detection efficiency, the 
mean population and the required averaging time of about 1 second 

for a positive signal event—agree well with the experimental results 
(see Methods).

The lattice light introduces an AC Stark shift in the molecule’s spec-
tral lines of the order of several hundred kilohertz, which is much  
larger than all magnetic couplings in the molecular ion. Therefore, the 
substates are labelled by mJ with the quantization axis along the electric- 
field direction of the lattice light. In this coordinate system, only 
&-polarized light is present, coupling only to states with mJ = 0  
(Fig. 1a inset). The resulting signal as a function of the detuning and 
the molecular quantum state is shown in Fig. 3c, d for "# ' 0.6&, corre-
sponding to a normal mode frequency of $IP ' 2.17 MHz. Experimental 
data for "# ' 0 are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4.

The dependence of R((MgH) on the detuning (MgH from a molec-
ular resonance allows us to perform spectroscopy, because forces 
arising from coupling to other rotational states are negligible over a 
large range of detunings (Fig. 1b). For this, we have combined data 
taken for different detuning (MgH values and different phases ("#) 
by inverting equation (3) numerically and accounting for the reduced 
contrast (Extended Data Fig. 2). The measured Rabi frequency ratios, 
R((MgH), for the X1)+(J = 1) $ A1)+(J = 0) transition are summarized 
in Fig. 4. Also shown in Fig. 4 is a fit to the wings of a simplified model, 
Rfit(f) = A/|f * f0|, with the free parameters A and f0, where we assumed 
a detuning-independent background coupling to the far-detuned tran-
sition in the 25Mg+ ion (Fig. 1c). We determine the transition frequency 
to be f0 = 1067.74789(40) THz (68% confidence interval), which is in 
agreement with a previous measurement of f0 = 1067.7473(15) THz  
(ref. 26). The fitted characteristic detuning for the Rabi frequency ratio 
is A = 45.98(73) GHz (68% confidence interval).

We estimate that non-destructive detection of the internal state 
of a molecular ion with near 100% efficiency could take less than  
10 milliseconds, given a larger detuning (MgH of roughly 100!GHz and 
improvements in preparing and manipulating the co-trapped atomic 
ion (see Methods). This represents a major advance over previous, 
destructive detection techniques, which require frequent reloading. 
Our technique will realise its potential in high-precision spectroscopic 
investigations of narrow transitions between states in molecules using 
an independent spectroscopy laser. However, whereas in our present 
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Figure 3 | Non-destructive state detection. a, The theoretically calculated 
signal |#"P Mg on the atomic ion (that is, the proportion of the population that 
is in the |#"Mg state), for 24MgH+ in the |J = 1, mJ = 0!MgH state, and its 
dependence on the relative phase, "#, of the optical force between the atomic 
and molecular ion, and on the detuning, (MgH, from molecular resonance. 
b, Cross-section of panel a, for the phase "# ' 0.6&, corresponding to a trap 
frequency of $IP ' 2.17 MHz. c, d, The height of the observed signals as a 
function of detuning for the regions indicated in b. The inset in c shows a 

typical measurement result for a quantum jump (driven by black-body 
radiation) into and out of the J = 1 rotational state. The error bars (68% 
confidence interval) are dominated by quantum projection noise. The 
thickness of the theory bands (green areas in c, d) accounts for small changes 
in trap frequency (and thus in "#) for the different data points. The grey 
data points are excluded from the analysis in Fig. 4, because they could not 
be assigned to a specific slope of the theoretical prediction, thus preventing 
unambiguous inversion of equation (3).
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work black-body radiation probabilistically populates the detected 
state, precision spectroscopy will require more-efficient state-prepa-
ration schemes28,29 or rotational–vibrational cooling techniques 7–11. A 
combination of these tools will enable the realization of optical clocks 
based on molecular ions approaching fractional frequency uncertain-
ties at the 10!18 level30—where the underlying clock transitions, or 
combinations of transitions, can be sensitive to variations in funda-
mental constants3, to an electron electric dipole moment5, or to parity 
violation in chiral molecules.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Population in lower motional qubit state 
as a function of  the detuning of  the ODF 
laser from the MgH+ resonance:
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Quantum-non-demolition state detection of  
single molecular ions by coherent motional 

excitation of  a two-ion crystal

Step 3: Application of  an 1D optical lattice near-
resonant with a spectroscopic transition in the 
molecule to generate an optical dipole force
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Step 4: Modulation of  the optical lattice at 
the frequency of  vibration of  the ions in 
the trap to excite their motion

Step 5: Detection of  the motional 
excitation of  the ions by sideband Rabi 
thermometry on Ca+

Step 2: Sympathetic cooling of  the molecule 
to the QM ground state of  the trap
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Step 1: Preparation of  a Ca+ - N2+ two-ion string
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Non-destructive state-detection and 
spectroscopy of  a single molecule
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ODF for N2+  in different spin-rotational states

• ODF as a function of  lattice-laser wavelength • Excerpt of  energy-level structure 
of  N2+ with spectroscopic transi-
tions giving rise to strong ODFs

• State-detection fidelity:

99.1(9)% 99.4(6)%M. Sinhal et al., Science 367 (2020), 1213 
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